
Word problems – Addition and subtraction 

1. Underline the important words and numbers  

2. Decide on the operation 

3. Choose a method – column addition/subtraction, number line or partitioning  

4. Make sure you write your answers in the right format (cm, £’s etc) 

 

In one month 382 adults and 65 children stayed in a hotel.  How many people stayed at the 

hotel altogether? 

A tracksuit top costs  £12.75 and matching tracksuit bottoms cost £9.50, how much does 

the tracksuit cost altogether?  

What is the sum of £1.18, £213 and 47p? 

Sunil buys a can of cola which contains 330ml. Emma buys a bottle of cola which contains 

500ml. How much more cola is there in the bottle than the can? 

A car park has room for 275 cars. 129 cars are parked in the car park, how many spaces are 

left?  

Daniel is 151cm tall. His friend’s height is 138cm. What is the difference in their height? 

Lucy has £5. She buys a drink for 75p and a packet of crisps for 45p. How much money will 

she have left? 

Daniel had some string for his conker that was 168cm long. How much did his dad cut off so 

that the string was only 79cm? 

Matthew bought 6 packets of football stickers that cost 12p each. How much change did he 

get from a £2 coin?                                                      

Cilla wants to buy a new car for £6450. She has £4880 in her savings account. How much 

more money does she need to save? 

Jack went on holiday.  His flight cost £120, the hotel £295 and spending money £427. How 

much did Jack spend on his holiday? 

Daniel planned to cycle 364 miles in one week. On the first day he cycled 72 miles.  How much 

further did he have to go? 

Andy is reading a book, which has 95 pages. He read 15 pages in the morning and 25 in the 

afternoon. How many more pages has he left to read? 



 


